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Fallah Ansoryllah 07:14 Basics, Info, Tips Hello Friend, in the space of 2-3 years I have written a lot of tutorials that especially for beginners who want to become a teacher. Well, maybe from you a little confused how the right order in photoshop learning starts from beginners, because I publish the article is not ordering hehe (sometimes this is wkwk). Well, in
this article I'm going to share tips on how to learn the right photoshop from the basics and what to understand when you just want to learn photoshop. And, here's the exact order of learning photoshop for beginners or rather beginners who are new to Adobe Photoshop. Learn about the Photoshop workspace section The first step in learning photoshop is to
first recognize and learn the parts of the photoshop workspace, such as the menu bar, options bar, and other parts. And here's an explanation of the parts of the workspace in photoshop. Work page, where to edit images. Menu bar, Photoshop section that has many menus and is useful for creating commands (such as New, Open, Save, etc.) Toolbar, also
known as Tools Box is a toolbar that contains a wide variety of tools in editing. Options bar, advanced settings in the tool used. Panel or Palette, a panel that has its own uses (Navigation, Color, History, Layer, etc.). Read more: Parts of Adobe Photoshop Workspace Learn to Layers are layers in image editing (so each object has its layers, for easy editing).
Well, when studying this layer, you have to learn the functions in the layers panel, as well as layer menus like creating new layers, layer types, etc. Layer Panel Function: Https://mahirphotoshop.com/panel-layer/ Types: Https://mahirphotoshop.com/layer-photoshop/ Learn Yap Feature tool, as we know together that tools are an important part of photoshop.
Because, the whole editing process we do in photoshop definitely uses the tool. And here's a quick explanation of the types of tools and their functions. Selection Tools, a function for selecting objects in an image (Lasso Tool, Magic Wand Tool, etc.) Trim and Slice tools, it is used to crop objects. Annotation, Measurement and Navigation Tools, note-giving
function, measurements, and navigation functions (Rule Tool, Note Tool, etc.) Paint Tool, is used to color an object or image (Paint Cube, Gradient, Brush Tool and so on) Drawing and Text Tool, it is used to draw and add text to the image (Pen Tool, Text Tool, etc.) Retouching Tools, it is used to soften, edit and retouch in photos (Blur Tool, etc.) About the
tools you can see in the article: Several Adobe Photoshop tools and their functions make simple editing well, if the friend has learned the above and already understand the functions of each tool, menu and panel. Therefore, please do a simple editing job, such as creating photo passes, creating text effects, and so on. You can see it in the beginner menu of
this blog yes hehe. Okay, tips or leih exactly the right order in learning photoshop for beginners in my opinion. If your friend has other opinions about the exact order of learning photoshop, please simply comment yes through the comments field below this article. Thank you for reading and I hope the tips I wrote this time can be helpful to all friends.
LandangArt! And here are 9 basic techniques or it can be said to be an introduction for a novice photographer using Photoshop. The way to make non-destructive edits in Photoshop is to use layers or layers. The layers here are like a series of transparent sheets stacked on top of your original image or photo. You can draw on this Layer, or reorder it, but
because it's transparent, you can also see the layer below. Ideally, any individual edit or similar edit group should be stored in their own individual layers. This allows you to customize edits later, make them more or less visible, or remove them completely by hiding or deleting layers. Things like text or objects inserted from other images will enter their own
layers automatically. If you're using tools as brush tools, all you have to do is create a new layer manually (click the New Layer button in the Layers panel to do so). The Adjustment Layer allows you to make changes to the tone and color of the image in a way that is not harmful. You can stack as many adjustment layers in the image as you need. Click the
Adjustment Layers icon in the Layers panel and select the type of editing you want to create. The Properties box opens based on the selected tool and you only need to move the slider to make changes. The advantage of customizing layers is that they can be edited at any time. Just double-click the layer to do this. You can also use the Opacity slider to
adjust the layer effect - reducing its opacity to reduce the impact of changes - or hide or remove it if you don't need it. For more details, read here The most basic tips and tricks of layer blending mode can be found in the Image menu: Auto Tone, Auto Contrast, and Auto Color. Once you've implemented it, you can set it up a bit by going to the Edit menu,
where you'll see fade options (such as Fade Auto Tone). This is set to 100% by default, so reduce it if reduce the effect of discoloration. Many other customization options also have automatic configuration. Create an adjustment layer for Levels, for example, and then click the Automatic button. You can use this as a starting point, before manually changing it
as desired. It's quite common for photos to look a little flat when opened in Photoshop. In most cases, adding a little contrast will help your photo look non-flat or mediocre. The Brightness/Contrast function is probably an obvious way to do this. But you can also get better results by using the Levels or Curves tool. To open the Levels tool, press Cmd + L on
your Mac or Ctrl + L on Windows. Or manually you can click Layer Adjustment and choose Levels or Curves No matter how much you pay attention to your photo, there's always the possibility that there's something in the shot you want isn't there. It can be dust on the camera sensor, skin defects or electrical cables that damage beautiful landscapes. Luckily,
you can remove simple things like this very easily in Photoshop using the Spot Healing Brush. Select the spot healing brush under Tools or press J on the keyboard. Adjust the brush size with the bracket lock: Set it to the same size as the object you deleted. Verify that Content Compatible is selected in the options bar at the top. Now click the place you
deleted, or draw if it is a larger object. Now it's supposed to go away. If a border remains on the deleted object, run the brush over the edges to get rid of it. The Spot Healing Brush is best used in small areas. It can be used to troubleshoot larger problems, but there are other tools for the area. How easy it is to remove an object from an image depends on the
image itself. Removing something from a simple or non-uniform texture background is something all Photoshop beginners can do. You have a choice of tools to do so. Spot Healing Brush Tool: Paint over the object using the texture and sample tone of the surrounding pixels. It is best used for smaller repairs. Healing Brush Tool: Paint on objects with sample
textures from different parts of the same image, while mixing colors and tones with new environments. Hold down the Alt key, and then click the area you want to replace. Then brush the brush of the object you want to delete. Patch Tool : Replaces the object by copying the selected texture from another part of the image, and blending the colors and tones.
Cut the object you want to delete/replace, then click and drop it into the selected area and drag the mouse over the part of the image you want to convert to a replacement object. The area shows a real-time preview of what the results will look like Clone Stamp Tool : Works exactly like the Corrector Brush Tool, but with this tool copies colors and textures in
detail. Users often apply it for later editing where they need to recreate the background section. You may need to experiment with each tool to see which one is best for the job you do, and sometimes you may need more than one tool There are many ways to convert color photos to black and white in Photoshop. Some of them are very sophisticated, but
there is at least one simple method that can produce great results for newcomers. We'll use the adjustment layer again, so click the icon in the Layers panel and choose Black &amp; White. You instantly get a grayscale version of your photo. But you don't have to stop there. you can experiment with presets, which replicate effects using color filters on the
camera. You can then play with the slider. Each slider matches the color of the original image. Also, try the Dye option. Check the box and Photoshop will place a color overlay on your image. By default, Photoshop makes it sepia, but you can click and create your own colors. There are many reasons why you need to crop your photos. To crop freely, take
one of the handlebars in the corner or edge of the image and drag it inside. Finally, a word in file format. Standard image file types, such as JPEG, TIFF, or PNG, do not support Photoshop layers. As soon as you save the file in one of these formats, the application flattens the image into a layer. To maintain the layer, and so that you can continue editing the
layer, either now or in the future, you must save the image in PSD format. For more details on this type of file format, you can read it in File Format Type for an edition However, if you want to use an edited image on the web, or to print it, then you must save another copy in standard image format such as JPEG or TIFF. In short, the PSD file is a working
copy, and JPEG is the finished version. Well gaes, if you are a beginner photographer, it is a good idea to learn and master 9 basic photoshop editing techniques. If you've already completed it, it'll be easier to make your photos or shots look more interesting and amazing. The spirit of learning... Learn....
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